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Abstract
A model of a patch of neocortex was constructed by reference to the details of pyramidal and inhibitory arbors in rat somatosensory cortex, and its behavior was compared to
slice experiments measuring activity spread following point-stimulation. Two features of
pyramidal arbors played a prominent role in the results and may affect cortical information
transmission: 1) dual horizontal structure, in which connections are made densely within
0.5 mm and sparsely over 2-3 mm – affected characteristic length and rate of propagation;
2) significant restriction of projections to the vertical compartment (superficial, middle,
deep) of origin – resulted in laminar differences in activity levels.
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1 Introduction
Each hemisphere of the neocortex consists of a relatively flat, laminated sheet in
which several anatomically distinguishable layers (six, by convention) of cells are
juxtaposed. In addition to local connections, cells within one localized region, or
area, project to and receive from a limited set of other areas. These projections
originate from and terminate in subsets of the layers, often following particular
patterns [3] (fig. 1, left). During sensory processing, they convey stimulus-related
activity from essentially one starting point (the “primary area”) through a network
of areas (about 30 in the visual system of macaque monkeys and higher primates).
Usually, connections from areas synaptically closer to the primary area to those further away follow the FF pattern, while those in the opposite direction follow the FB
pattern (fig. 1, left). Presumably these patterns reflect a computational need to treat
stimulus-driven activity differently from internal state-driven activity in each area
[10], however it is difficult to make this more precise simply based on the anatomy,
because most cortical celltypes possess dendritic and axonal arborizations extending over multiple layers [6] (fig. 1, right). On the other hand, technical constraints
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Fig. 1. As noted in [3], connections between areas fall largely into one of the two forms
on the left; FF and FB stand for ‘feedforward’ and ‘feedback’ respectively. The right figure illustrates typical within-area cortical cell arborization patterns. Black, white, and grey
indicate dendritic, axonal, and overlapping arborizations.

render it difficult to physiologically determine the quantitative impacts that different inputs have on areas.
We have therefore taken an approach via modeling, constructing a series of three
models incorporating differing levels of anatomical detail. The most complex model
contained six layers and could be compared directly with simple physiological experiments for purposes of verification and calibration. The simplest contained a
single layer, and was best suited for theoretical analysis and comparison with a
number of previous cortical models. The third model was intermediate in complexity, containing three layers, and represented a compromise affording both comparison with physiology and investigation of computational properties. In this note we
describe the construction of the models and the comparison of the 3- and 1-layer
versions with experimental results on spread of activity in rat somatosensory neocortical slices. The results highlight and quantitatively characterize important basic
aspects of the horizontal and vertical connections underlying cortical information
transfer.

2 Model Construction

All three models shared the same basic structure: a stack of square grids of cell units
interconnected with strengths decaying exponentially over horizontal distance. The
whole represented a 2x4 mm patch of neocortex, simulating 1 in 30 cells. The main
goal guiding construction was accurate representation of aspects of the biology
most likely to affect interlayer information transmission. Because the amount of
time for transfer between layers can determine dynamical structure such as local
feedback circuits that could magnify or shrink influences, a single cell model capable of representing this temporal element was chosen. Because the arborization
characteristics of the different celltypes determine routes of interlayer communication, the distribution and arborization of the different celltypes (fig. 1) was used to
determine connectivity.
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2.1 Cell Unit

Cortical cells were modeled by single compartment conductance-based units analogous to those described in [13]. Membrane potential is updated every 10 sec
according to synaptic and leak current across a capacitive membrane. If the membrane potential reaches threshold in a unit, it is reset to the resting potential and
a spike is propagated with a delay to synapses on other cells, the effects of which
are modeled by alpha-function conductance changes. The time constants and peak
conductances for synapses were determined according to what portion of the cell
the particular class of input involved is known from anatomical data to contact.
Cortical cells fall into three classes based on intrinsic response properties [9]. Additional conducting channels were included in the cell models to mimic the effects
of currents differentiating these classes. See [12] for further detail.

2.2 Six-Layer Model

The 6-layer model was an attempt to be maximally faithful to what is known about
the structure of rat sensory cortex and served as a basis for simplification to build
the other models. It was constructed in 3 stages – first, anatomical data on cells and
their interconnections was gathered by surveying the literature. This resulted, after
some initial simplification, in 51 separate cell populations, consisting of 14 pyramidal populations (75% of the total cells) plus 11 subtypes of inhibitory cells split
into several populations each. The relative numbers of each population and their
interconnections are not fully specified by the literature, however the values that
are known constrain the others. We therefore made educated estimates of unknown
qualities and then adjusted all values by means of a relaxation network.
In this network, each cell population was represented by a single node with a density value and a set of values representing outputs to other nodes. On each optimization step, these latter values were propagated to their targets scaled by relative
densities to set input values, which were then compared with known or estimated
values to compute error. This error was applied to adjust the outputs and densities based on the relative confidences in estimated values. Simulated annealing was
employed to relax the network, and, while different runs led to different sets of final values, any particular value would vary no more than 10%, suggesting that the
baseline estimated value set was situated within a broad, flat minimum in the space
of architectures.
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Fig. 2. Left: typical pyramidal influence via axonal arbor on same compartment
(left) and both other compartments combined (right); to scale, arbitrary units (the
within-compartment shape results from superposition of 3 arbor widths with different frequencies of occurrence – typically 0.5, 1, and 2 mm in the rat). Right: Schematic of the
experimental setup.

2.3 Three-Layer Model
We constructed the 3-layer model based on insights from building the 6-layer one.
Regarding pyramidal cells, axon tracing studies in rat SI and elsewhere [5,8] show
that their arborizations possess three general characteristics (see fig. 2, left):
In a given layer, some cells give rise to wide arbors stretching over distances of more
than a millimeter, while other cells have narrower arbors of much less than a millimeter
range.
Terminal distribution remains largely (usually 70%) within the compartment of the the
cell soma – either superficial (layers I–III), middle (layer IV), or deep (layers V-VI).
The widest portions of arbors from cells in a layer remain within the same compartment.

Based on this, the three layers in the simpler model represented these three compartments, with a single pyramidal population in each arborizing as described. Regarding inhibitory cells, a reduction in number of types from 11 to 3 was achieved by
collapsing highly similar ones. The first class consists of small inhibitory cells with
axons and dendrites localized within a compartment (e.g., neurogliaform, chandelier), the second consists of wide inhibitory cells also largely localized within a
compartment (e.g., large basket), while the third consists of narrow inhibitory cells
with arbors spanning compartments (e.g., bipolar). In the model, the middle layer
contained only the first type, while the other two contained all three, leading to a
total of just 10 cell populations including 3 pyramidals.
2.4 Single Layer Model
The 1-layer model contained two cell populations (excitatory and inhibitory) and
was constructed by computing average horizontal arborizations for cell classes in
the 6-layer model. To investigate the composite structure of pyramidal arbors horizontally (fig. 2, left), four versions of this model were constructed. In the “baseline”
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condition, these arbors were directly modeled by a weighted sum-of-exponentials.
In the “short condition”, only the shortest exponential, renormalized, was used. In
the “average” condition, a single exponential out to the weighted average maximum
radius of the arbors was used, while in the “fit” condition, a single exponential arbor was least-squares fit to the weighted average. Each of these lateral connectivity
conditions led to differences in activity propagation, to be described.

3 Experimental Comparison

All three models were compared to two sets of experiments on cortical slices
measuring activity spread following point stimulation at the layer VI-white matter boundary [1,7]. Previously [11], we reported comparisons involving the 1-layer
and 6-layer models, showing that they, like the slices, displayed three regimes of
quiescence, wave propagation, and explosion depending on the relative strengths of
inhibitory synapses. Additionally the 6-layer model captured certain aspects of the
first experiment that the single-layer model did not. Here, we discuss these aspects
and others in greater detail for the 3-layer model, whose behavior was qualitatively
similar to that of the 6-layer one, focusing on the effects of the characteristics of
pyramidal arborizations discussed above.

3.1 Horizontal Activity Spread

Figure 2 (right) depicts the experimental setup in both [1] (henceforth, CC) and [7]
(LS). The pharmacological conditions and methods of measurement were slightly
different in the two cases, but they both observed propagation of waves of activity
at a certain rate and width, reproduced in all three models [11].
LS also observed that activity appeared to propagate in discrete steps: the first wave
of synaptically-stimulated activity following stimulation was observable only out
to about 200-300 m on either side; the time to earliest activity further out was
greater by an amount consistent with (increasingly) multisynaptic transmission. LS
interpreted this as indicating that pyramidal-pyramidal connections are sufficiently
strong to support large-scale activity transmission only within a range of 400 m.
Figure 3 shows similar results from three versions of the 1-layer model illustrating
the effects of pyramidal horizontal arbor structure.
Note that, in addition to variation in transmission distance, differences in wavelength and speed are also visible. The “short” condition, not shown, was similar to
the baseline except that, due to the lack of longer-distance arbors, propagation was
from 20-50% slower depending on disinhibition level.
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Fig. 3. Variation in monosynaptic transmission distance with model connectivity. Each of
the three plots displays membrane potential over 40 msec for cells at successively further
points from the origin (top trace). The vertical lines indicate the first peaks of the traces; in
msec of each other (a shorter time
each case, there is a jump from peaks being within
than required for charging and synaptic transmission) to being much further apart. For the
baseline case, this occurs between 300 and 600 m, for the average and fit cases, between
600 and 1200 m.

3.2 Vertical Transfer
CC and LS recorded from both deep and superficial cortex, finding indication that
activity spread preferentially through the deep layers. CC found while recording
intracellularly from superficial pyramidals that during extracellular field potential
events accompanying wave passage, the cells often did not fire, and in fact even
displayed depressed membrane potentials relative to rest. On the other hand, they
found that deep pyramidals, particularly burst cells, almost always fired. LS found
activity appeared to travel faster in the deep layers – in particular, a delay of almost
9 msec between the earliest deep and earliest superficial activities occurred at 1.5
mm lateral distance.
The 3-layer model showed similar behavior (fig. 4). Intuitively, activity is initially
strongest in the deep layers owing to the proximity of the stimulation site and,
aided by partial isolation, continues to propagate there more strongly. Comparison
(not shown) with noncompartmentalized versions of the model, in which pyramidal
connections were made equally throughout all layers, supported this explanation,
because the latter versions did not display any interlayer differences in activity after
the first few milliseconds.

4 Computational Implications
Many models have investigated Hebbian development of connection weights to single, laterally-connected cortical layers exposed to input with correlation structure
[2], but these generally only take into account the shortest excitatory lateral interactions – corresponding to the “short” condition here. The prominence of the longer
connections in determining propagation rate and other characteristics of activity
6
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Fig. 4. Wave propagation activity in superficial and deep layers in 3-layer model. Left:
membrane potential traces as in figure 3 for 4 locations over 30 msec. Right: spiking activity
of all the pyramidals in each layer for three successive times (msec) – each point is the
firing rate averaged locally over 4x4 cells and 2 msec (lighter = more active). Deep activity
propagates further, faster, and with greater amplitude. (The middle layer was intermediate.)

waves in our anatomically-based models suggests that they should be included as
well; theoretical analyses [4] emphasize that lateral length constants are important.
Comparatively few cortical models [10] have incorporated laminar structure, largely
because the relevant architectural details are not clear from the biology. The present
work suggests based on convergent evidence that processing with different compartments is partially independent, and it lays foundations for investigating this
quantitatively. The 3-layer model is currently being employed to study Hebbian
learning under the influence of feedforward and feedback inputs. Although this
model was based on rat primary sensory cortex, a preliminary survey of data on
areas in other regions and species suggests that at its level of detail, the situation is
fairly similar across other areas and other species.
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